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Shippo and Inuyasha are both seen to sneeze when others are talking about them. Inuyasha only stops
complaining about how much trouble two fighting siblings causes for everyone when he notices everyone is
staring at him in disbelief, whereupon he immediately starts protesting that his situation with his own brother
is nothing like this one. Sango wonders whether Sesshoumaru is sneezing right now. Meilin storms out angry
at Syaoran to which she says "Syaoran you idiot. Seen several times in Ranma One Half. One sequence has
multiple characters announce one after the other how much they dislike Saito, followed by a cut to him in a
restaurant sneezing repeatedly as someone nearby comments on this. He acknowledges this as a sign of being
disliked, but seems almost proud of it. Happens on an episode of Outlaw Star. This happens in Yami no
Matsuei more often than you would expect. Happens to Allen three times in one episode in D Gray Man. By
the end of the episode, he decides it must be a cold. In a second season episode of Magic Knight Rayearth ,
this happens to Tarta when princess Aska talks about the invaders from Chizeta. Her sister Tatra comments on
this; when Tarta sneezes for the second time, Tatra mentions that somebody is saying bad things about them,
which is, again, exactly what Aska is doing. Happens several times in Maison Ikkoku ; for example, Godai in
chapter Happens once in the manga version of Narutaru. When someone mentioned their best hope for
defeating the Saiyans, it cuts to Goku on Snake Way, who sneezes for no apparent reason. Satan, in the anime
version. Chi Chi, at least in the anime. During the cell games, an elderly couple who seem to know Chi Chi
comment on how irresponsible it is for her to let her husband go out fighting like that. Cut to Chi Chi
sneezing. Cut to Vegeta, on a spaceship out somewhere in space, sneezing. In Yu Yu Hakusho , Kuwabara is
talking about Yukina, whom he adores, in front of a large crowd of unsympathetic spectators at a tournament.
Shortly, the scene cuts to the females, who are lost in the woods, and Yukina sneezes. Botan takes the Genre
Savvy route and outs with a short, rather cheesy rhyme English Dub: Shizuru calls her a freak, but Yukina
smiles about it. Tsunade in Naruto does this when Chiyo talks about her dislike of that slug-princess. The
opening scene of a later episode of El Cazador de la Bruja has L. Amusingly, after being asked by Ellis if she
has a cold, Nadie Genre Savvily explains this trope, before launching into a rather funny speech about how
someone must surely be talking about her beauty and prowess as a bounty hunter. This happens to Kogoro
Mouri more than once in Detective Conan , amongst others. Happens at least once in Digimon Tamers , to
Terriermon, when another character talks about digimon being treated like dolls. In Onegai Twins , the main
character of the previous series, Please Teacher , is seen to sneeze when someone discusses the matter of a
teacher being married to a student at the school. Hayate the Combat Butler: Episode 13, when one character
starts thinking of another and mentions her name, she sneezes. Episode 15, two characters are discussing a
ridiculously good student and we cut to a particular character sneezing. The first episode of Sayonara
Zetsubou Sensei - "Is it allergies? Kiss X Sis , episode 5, when his sisters are speculating on what sort of
compromising situations Keita might accidentally have gotten himself into, Miharu, whom he had accidentally
groped earlier that day, sneezes and wonders if she has a cold. Nagasarete Airantou combines this gag with a
Nosebleed in this panel. Nobody comments about it the episode ends right there , though he does get strange
looks from Dawn and Brock. Happens several times in Beelzebub when Oga is being talked about, complete
with the "I must be getting a cold" line. Happens early in Kenichi the Mightiest Disciple , while the
Ryozanpaku masters are discussing about having Kenichi move in with them. In Hidamari Sketch ,
Yoshinoya-sensei is occasionally the one seen sneezing in a cut from the main characters talking about her.
Kisaragi gets a text from Namiko, reporting that she sneezed three times in a row, and saying to slap
Tomokane or Noda as a precaution. When Noda is tasked with carrying three cardboard boxes that sort of
resemble Namiko, she wears them on her head. Not having met her, she wonders who they think she is. In the
first panel of the next strip, Chikako sneezes, although she attributes it to dust from cleaning. Wild and Horned
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Yarn Whatever to make a face on the paper plate. Trace there hands on construction paper and cut out for
them unless they can cut that good. Glue crumbled tissue over nose and then glue hands over tissue. Talk
about covering our nose with tissue when we sneeze, saying excuse me. Remember to be an example to the
kids doing the same. Role Play Role play the following situations. Two children are sitting at a table coloring.
It is within the reach of the other child. What should the first child say to the other child nearest the crayons?
Choose two children to act this out. The children are in line at the drinking fountain. What should that second
child in line do? As many children may role-play this activity as the teacher desires. The teacher is giving
directions and one child in the class has a question to ask about the directions being given. What should that
child do? Another child has no sweater or coat and is wearing a short-sleeved shirt. What should the first child
do in this situation? Choose two children to act out this situation. Either use a real sweater and coat or just
pantomime putting them on. But there are lots of people in the world, and good manners help everyone get
along together. And we know that its not polite to talk with our mouths full. Good manners make everyone
happened make you a person who is nice to know. Manners Game You will need a collection of pictures cut
from magazines, each showing children or adults experiencing one of the emotions. Glue to identical sizes of
heavy construction paper or card stock. Number Some children have no words to express how they feel.
During circle time, hold up one of the pictures and ask the children how this person feels. If they do not know,
tell them. Ask the children to talk about what they see that makes them Activity Stack at least three pictures of
each emotion on a table in your classroom. Mix up the order of the pictures. Hand the stack to a child and ask
him to group all the sad pictures together, Either at a table or during circle time, show several pictures
portraying the same emotion and ask the children to identify how all the people feel. Polite Puppets Things
you will need: Children like puppets because they can safely pretend to be someone else without fear of
criticism. The ability to project What to do: Using a small paper bag, make a sample puppet whose face
expresses one of the basic emotions. Set materials on the table in the art area and invite the children to make
their own happy, sad, angry or Want to do more: Create your own puppet family, each puppet expressing a
different emotion. Use these puppets to put on brief skits for the group. Discuss the manners that will be
necessary at the party. Make honeybuns and have tea. First have each child make a Miss Bee puppet. To make
one, draw a smiling face on one yellow paper plate and a frowning face on a second plate. Color tow craft
stick black. But two small circles from black construction paper; then glue a circle to one end of each craft
stick to represent antennae. To the back of one plate, tape the craft stick antennae at the top of the plate. Tape
another craft stick to the bottom of the plate for a handle. Glue the backs of both plates together. When each
child has made a puppet, have him use his puppet during this group time activity. Using each of following
suggestion, describe a situation in which proper or improper manners were used. Direct each child to display
either the happy or sad expression on his puppet to indicate if Miss Bee Polite would approve or disapprove of
the behavior. After using the following suggests, encourage volunteers to contribute scenarios of their own.
Bobby Bumblebee bumped his brother off the beehive. Arnie Ant waited his turn in line. Carl Caterpillar
crunched quietly. Chrysy Caterpillar chatted with her mouth full. Sammy Spider played with his food.
Christopher Cricket chirped wile another cricket was chirping. Lucy Ladybug borrowed a leaf without asking.
In advance, cut honeycomb shape from yellow construction paper, then add details with a marker. To play,
seat the class on the floor. Ask a volunteer to sit in the chair, wear the hat and pretend to be Miss Bee. Place
the honeycomb under the chair Ask miss Bee to close her eyes, then quietly choose another child to tiptoe to
the chair and take the honeycomb. The child then returns to the group and sits on the honeycomb. As miss bee
to open her eyes and face the group. Class Miss Bee Polite, your very sweet. May we please have a honey
treat? Give Miss Bee several chances to guess who took the honeycomb before revealing the child, if
necessary. The child who took the honeycomb then becomes Miss Bee. Continue until each child has been
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queen bee. Sticker Fun Miss Bee Polite recommends making a batch of stickers to remind youngsters to use
good manners. Or use the stickers as rewards for those who make an effort to show exceptional etiquette.
Simply use a black marker to draw stripes on a set of yellow dot stickers the kind like for yard salesâ€”my
input Encourage a child to press a sticker on his hand or clothing. Housekeeping Manners Place a container of
Honeycomb cereal in hour housekeeping area along with napkins, small paper plates, and a spoon. Set Miss
Bee on the center of the table. Encourage each child to have a seat a the table, obtain a napkin and a plate, and
serve himself a spoonful of cereal. Remind youngsters that Miss Bee will be watching for polite table
manners. Kindness Pledge Ask your kids what it means to be kind or to be a friend or to be nice, whatever
they call it. I really made a list of their answers and put them in a rhyme. It is short, but to the point. It was
important to me that the words were theirs- because they need to be able to understand what they are
promising! Our pledge goes like this: Today I pledge to be kind, to use the nicest words I can find. Today I
pledge to try to share, to wait my turn and to be fair. Sharing Obstacle Course Set up an obstacle course and
have the children go through it moving in one direction. Remind the children about politely taking turns â€”
good practice for children who have trouble waiting for slower children ahead of them. Phone Manners Fun
Have the children practice using the telephone, dialing properly, and how to ask for their friend: What are
some ways to show your appreciation? Gibe their friend the gift. Then have the children make thank you cards
with markers or crayons for the picture. Please, pass the salt and we posted them on the board. Then the
children paint their handprints onto a piece of construction paper. We talked about how good it makes us feel
when we share things. Sharing Colors Activity Sharing Colors I made each child a cup of colored waterâ€”red
for one, blue, and then yellow for the third. I then took empty cups and let red add some water and then blue
made purple.. Next they traced their hands on colored construction paper and placed a kleenex, then the hand
cutout on top and stapled it over the nose of their picture onto the paper plate. Sharing Box Fun Make a
sharing box that contains two or three toys for each child. Place the box on the floor and let each child choose
a toy to play with. Set a kitchen timer to go off after several minutes. When the children hear the timer bell,
have them put their toys back into the box and choose other ones. Then set the timer bell again.
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